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These matters arising and the overall intent of these proposals is very complex, has many policy interdependencies and the analysis includes a number of qualitative assumptions open to considerable industry
debate. We have therefore spent a lot of time and effort on comprehending the cost-benefit quantitative
analyses given the substantive changes to current regulations. We consulted widely with many others in
the industry and found most parties are asking the same questions and highlighting the same issues with
this analysis.
Both the TPM and DGPP proposals can only be justified to the extent that they result in significant savings
for consumers. The cost benefit analysis (CBA) purports to demonstrate this, but once it is corrected for
basic errors and omissions, the CBA’s actually show that the combination of these proposals is likely to
result in a large net loss for consumers. It would also be reckless to embark on such a major upheaval to
the pricing structure that would result, according to the EA's own analysis, in most distributed generators
being put out of business, when the economic benefits can only be demonstrated by utilising a flawed CBA.
Overall, there are unacceptable regulatory change risks to investors, particularly given the material costbenefit anomalies, analysis sensitivities and forecast uncertainties that are revealed. The forecast
anomalies are compounded by the Authority introducing new “common costs” that will subsidise competing
market generators over the “last mile” of networks, coupled with a very aggressive implementation
programme that ignores your own Consultation Charter. This is all unwarranted and provides no time
whatsoever for DG businesses to position and prepare themselves to mitigate such a large regulatory
change directly impacting their financial viability.
Whilst we appreciate the opportunity to make these submissions, we are also bound to express the serious
concerns Pioneers Board and Shareholders have with your explicit intention to commercially disadvantage
and financially disrupt an important segment of distributed generation investors, by unilaterally removing
regulations and rules relied upon to protect DG investors in their unique location and market functions in
the electricity supply chain. PWC has undertaken an independent financial review of future DG sector value
impacts for the Independent Generators Association (IEGA). This report shows this proposal will reduce
existing DG market values by at least 30% due to the TPM and by as much as 100% of shareholders
equity if the DGPP rulebook is also removed. By way of comparison, your TPM proposal has provision for
the mitigation of wealth transfers and financial relief through discounting provisions showing a regulatory
preference for larger businesses.
I trust Pioneer’s submissions will assist you fill in some of these obvious knowledge gaps and will
encourage the Authority Board to urgently reflect on the broader implications of implementing Code
changes that are likely to cause more than $1bn of additional costs to consumers and $1bn+ of DG sector
wealth destruction.

Yours sincerely

Stuart Heal
Chair
Pioneer Energy Limited
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